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highlightsEducation is an
important part of

human life. Education
gives meaning to our
life as it enables the

growth and
development of our

mind and intellect. An
educated society is an

enlightened and
empowered one. 

Such a society can
make well-informed
choices in its social,

political and economic
welfare. Thus we, at  
The Oxford Senior
Secondary School,

firmly believe in our
motto- 

�व�ा सव�� शोभते

Christmas Celebrations
Mathematics Day
Mindwars Competition
Science Exhibition
Class Magazine Contest

In a joyous Christmas assembly, our
school radiated festive spirit on 22nd
December, 2023, as students delighted
us with captivating skits, harmonious
carols by the choir, and enchanting
dance performances. The stage
sparkled with talent, creating a
magical celebration that embraced the
true essence of Christmas. A
heartwarming and memorable event
for our school community.
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MINDWARS COMPETITION

CBSE Class X Visits Oxford PU College's Science Exhibition

22nd December,2023 marked a vibrant
celebration of Mathematics Day in our school.
Students from various grades engaged in an
array of math-centric activities, from shape-
making and multiplication exploration to 3D
object construction and Fraction Wheels.
Even our youngest learners delved into
numbers and shapes through interactive
games. The highlight was a stimulating Math
Quiz for senior classes, showcasing their
mathematical prowess. It was a day filled
with enthusiasm and active participation,
reflecting the students' passion for learning.

On the 22nd December 2023, Mind Wars held a
quiz for the students from classes 6th to 10th. In
Round 1, the students took a pen-paper test of 20
multiple-choice questions on GK and Current
Affairs within 10 minutes. Based on their
performance, the top 12 participants were
selected and organized into 6 teams for Round 2.
In the final round, a 60-minute quiz prepared by
the Mind Wars team was conducted. Keshav R H
and Daksh Sandeep Savant of Class IX were
declared the winners of the competition.

NATIONAL MATHEMATICS DAY CELEBRATIONS

The Oxford PU College hosted an enriching
Science Exhibition on December 6th, 2023. Class X
CBSE students had the privilege to visit and
engage with a diverse array of scientific displays
and experiments. The event provided an
immersive platform for exploration, fostering
curiosity and knowledge exchange among
attendees, amplifying the spirit of scientific
inquiry.
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CLASS magazine contest

THANK YOU
Editorial committee members
teachers: mrs darsana mathew, mrs dolan pal, mrs neelam gupta
students: ronan mohapatra, ANUSHKA ROY, vishrat ravindran, gembali sai gouri, mayyas bastavi, psai vamshika

Creating a magazine involves teamwork and collaboration. Students can work together
on content creation, editing, layout design, and other aspects of the magazine
production process. This collaborative effort helps build communication and teamwork
skills. 
As always, a Class magazine Contest was held during the months of November and
December. 
Teachers gathered at the library to marvel at the wondrous, creative and incredible
magazines made by each class. The students expressed themselves with authenticity
and showcased their creativity through their respective class magazines.


